SkyRise Wall System
™

Stability, Strength and Flexibility

Functional, Flexible, with Architectural Impact

SkyRise Wall System
™

Strength and Stability
3” thick aluminum frame with welded
corners provide a rigid panel construction.
tion.
Panels connect quickly and easily withh
tool-less installation.
Flexibility
One exhibit gives you many looks to meet
eet your
changing needs. Save money by reconﬁguring
ﬁguring
the exhibit using the same panels for a
er Skyline
Skylinne
different structure. Combine with other
givve you
you
structural systems and accessories to give
the functionality you need.
Architectural Impact
Build large walls and enclosures and outﬁt
nclude:
them with ﬂexible panel options that include:
nd full
semi-rigid panels, frosted windows and
printed panels that can completely hide
the hardware. Integrated cabinets, monitor
mounts, backlighting, shelving and more
provide a cohesive look.

Reconﬁgurability
Reuse frame, panels and accessories in different conﬁgurations
from show to show to ﬁt your ever changing exhibit needs.

SkyRise™ combines with other Skyline structural systems to create
a complete solution and customized environments of any size.
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CONFERENCE ROOMS
Conference rooms allow you
to conduct business off the busy
show ﬂoor.
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PANEL OPTIONS
Precision cut rigid panels in white and
gray or dye sub fabric panels that can
completely hide the hardware.
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LARGE STRUCTURES
Build large walls or towers to
increase presence.
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FROSTED WINDOWS
Great for conference rooms
where privacy is required while still
maintaining an open feeling.
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LIGHTING
Arm lighting highlights your products
and services and double-sided back
lighting grabs attention of attendees.
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MONITOR MOUNTS
Surface or ﬂush mount monitors to
communicate your messaging or
product demonstrations.

SHELVES AND CABINETS
Stylish integrated shelves
and cabinets supply storage and
work space.
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LOCKABLE WOOD DOOR
Secure valuables in storage closets
or conference rooms.

SkyRise™ Wall System

Tool-less cam lock connection
makes installation quick and easy.

All panels can be installed and removed quickly
and easily for wire management access.

Edge to edge fabric graphics make
a huge impact and completely hide
the structural hardware.

Skyline Whitespace
320 Western Road
Wimbledon, London
SW19 2QA, United Kingdom
www.skylinewhitespace.com

Reduce operating expenses using the specially
designed SkyRise crate for durability and ease in
packing and unpacking.
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